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ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN DETAILS



How far can bikes take us?



Pay The Planet First
Sustainability, the long way.



THE BEGINNING



Our mountain bike world was small. 



 1 bike



 1 bike
2 banquet tables



 1 bike
2 banquet tables

2 friends



Until we were shown the way.



We found mentors.



They introduced us to something bigger than 
anything we could build ourselves.



Trails



Trails
Racing



Trails
Racing

Community 



Our world got bigger.



Riding changed everything.



My bike has been my most reliable friend, 
patient teacher and harshest critic for 20 years.



Mountain biking connected me to a community 
that exists anywhere there are trails.



It’s special.



It’s something more people need to discover.



It’s something worth investing in.



And it needs to be protected.



So let’s get to work.



BUSINESS



Any industry that profits from the natural world 
has an obligation to protect it.



“If we could do the right thing while making 
enough to pay the bills, we could influence 

customers and other businesses, and maybe 
change the system along the way.”

- Yvon Chouinard 





Created in 2002 to “encourage more businesses to donate 1% of 
sales to environmental groups.” 

One Percent for the Planet was one of the first organizations to 
argue that sustainable investment should be part of every 

business and to provide a program to help them do it. 



Many small businesses take the 1% approach upon themselves, 
without the help of a larger organization. 



Many small businesses take the 1% approach upon themselves, 
without the help of a larger organization. 

When you’re small, it’s a bit more manageable.



Many small businesses take the 1% approach upon themselves, 
without the help of a larger organization. 

When you’re small, it’s a bit more manageable.

When you start early, it becomes part of who you are.



The best way to secure funds for the long term health and 
growth of our industry and planet for 3 reasons:

1. Automatic investment
2. Operations not marketing
3. Constraints promote innovative thinking

  

One Percent: Why it’s good



Even for SMEs, investing 1% of revenue responsibly takes a lot 
of work and know-how. The main challenges are:

1. Investing sustainably requires specific skill set
2. Scope and responsibility grow along with revenue
3. Conflicts with fiduciary responsibility to shareholders

One Percent: Why it’s hard



The 1% approach is not for everyone.



The Benefit Corporation structure and Certified B-Corporation 
Status give companies, especially large ones, more flexibility. 

There are also industry specific labels like the Rainforest 
Alliance Certification, LEED Certification and Fair Trade Status 
for companies looking to make a positive change without 
committing 1% of sales.

It’s all good stuff.

  

Alternatives and Other Initiatives



So, what’s 1% look like for a mountain bike 
brand in BC?



CASE STUDY: OneUp Components



“We wanted to give back and we saw 1% as 
the best way to do it.”

- Chris, John and Sam



OneUp started by donating to their local mountain bike 
associations and environmental groups they believed in.

The founders were inspired and motivated by companies they 
respected, like Patagonia, for leading by example. And took a 
1% approach upon themselves.

  

The OneUp 1%: Starting Small



OneUp started by donating to their local mountain bike 
associations and environmental groups they believed in.

The founders were inspired and motivated by companies they 
respected, like Patagonia, for leading by example. And took a 
1% approach upon themselves.

  

The OneUp 1%: Starting Small



As the company grew, the scope expanded from donating to 
trails and external environmental organizations to investing in 
environmental sustainability through carbon offsets.

  

The OneUp 1%: Growing



As the company grew, the scope expanded from donating to 
trails and external environmental organizations to investing in 
environmental sustainability through carbon offsets.

Which are imperfect and complicated, but also good.

  

The OneUp 1%: Growing



This is when we asked for help.



In 2022, OneUp entered a partnership with the University of 
Oregon’s Net Impact Graduate Chapter to help us invest in 
carbon offsets.

  

The OneUp 1%: Partnership Begins



In 2022, OneUp entered a partnership with the University of 
Oregon’s Net Impact Graduate Chapter to help us invest in 
carbon offsets.

We knew we needed offsets. But we didn’t have the internal 
resources necessary to carry out our due diligence in 
choosing and purchasing them.

  

The OneUp 1%: Partnership Begins



There are only two, fairly simple, deliverables in our scope of 
work. But it takes a lot of work to get there.

1. Provide detailed criteria for how to choose “good” carbon 
offsets. ie type of offset, location, price, impact, etc. 

  

The OneUp 1%: Partnership Begins



There are only two, fairly simple, deliverables in our scope of 
work. But it takes a lot of work to get there.

1. Provide detailed criteria for how to choose “good” carbon 
offsets. ie type of offset, location, price, impact, etc. 

2. Recommend a finite list of carbon offsets while outlining 
how much OneUp should invest in each offset and how to 
purchase those offsets. 

  

The OneUp 1%: Partnership Begins



After 9 years of donating 1% of our revenue, 
we’re beginning a new part of our journey.



So why bother?



INCENTIVES



It’s hard to justify a self-imposed 1% tax on everything you do. 

Though the benefits to the planet are relatively straightforward. 
It’s not always obvious what the advantages are for your 
business.

Why bother?



Here are some benefits we’ve found:

- Brand purpose
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Here are some benefits we’ve found:

- Brand purpose
- Better stories to tell
- Stronger partnerships
- Constraints encourage innovation
- Tax stuff, probably

Why bother?



Revenue 1% New Trail Maintenance Tonnes of C02 Trees Planted

$5M $50,000 350 - 1,500m 1,500 hrs 8,000 20,000

$20M $200,000 1,400 - 6,000m 6,000 hrs 32,000 80,000

$100M $1,000,000 7,000 - 30,000m 30,000 hrs 160,000 400,000

TOTAL $1,250,000 8,750 - 37,500m 37,500 hrs 200,000 500,000

Why Bother?

Some things you can buy with 1% invested in trails and the environment.



Why Bother?

What this investment looks like over time.

Revenue/yr Spent 1 yr Spent 5 yrs Spent 10 yrs Spent 20 yrs

$5M $50,000 $250,000 $500,000 $1,000,000

$20M $200,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 $4,000,000

$100M $1,000,000 $5,000,000 $10,000,000 $20,000,000

TOTAL $1,250,000 $6,250,000 $12,500,000 $25,000,000



Giving back is good for the planet and good for your business. 

It motivates your staff, strengthens you community, inspires 
your customers and builds a positive story around your brand.

Start Small



All it takes is 1%



And we could end here.



But what if we went farther?



PAY THE PLANET FIRST



ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN DETAILS



If your business puts 10% of its 1% aside for a sustainable initiative in 
the future it gives you the ability to do something valuable.

Saving for Tomorrow



If your business puts 10% of its 1% aside for a sustainable initiative in 
the future it gives you the ability to do something valuable.

The investment and the other 0.9% of your annual revenue are the 
fuel for meaningful action that’s aligned with your purpose. 

Saving for Tomorrow



If your business puts 10% of its 1% aside for a sustainable initiative in 
the future it gives you the ability to do something valuable.

The investment and the other 0.9% of your annual revenue are the 
fuel for meaningful action that’s aligned with your purpose.  

Whether that’s building a trail, planting a forest, or retrofitting your HQ 
into a passivhaus, is up to you.

Saving for Tomorrow



10% of 1% is more than you think.



10% of 1%

Revenue/yr Spent/yr Saved/yr Saved 5 yrs Saved 10 yrs Saved 20 yrs

$5M $40,000 $5,000 $29,632 $71,862 $216,594



Revenue/yr Spent/yr Saved/yr Saved 5 yrs Saved 10 yrs Saved 20 yrs

$50M $450,000 $50,000 $296,104 $718,021 $2,164,050

10% of 1%



Revenue/yr Spent/yr Saved/yr Saved 5 yrs Saved 10 yrs Saved 20 yrs

$100M $900,000 $100,000 $592,263 $1,436,191 $4,328,575

10% of 1%



Those are real long term investments in your 
company’s sustainability.



But what if we worked together?



We can sustain a future for mountain biking in 
British Columbia that’s bigger than anything 

we could build individually.



It only takes 0.1%



BC has the most valuable mountain bike infrastructure in the 
world. It’s why we’re all here and why we all work hard.

If we created a collective fund with the purpose of ensuring 
the long term independence, health, wealth and sustainability 
of this industry, our future will be brighter.

The BC MTB Fund



Independence



Financial independence is as important for an industry as it is 
for an individual. 

By saving our own money and investing in ourselves, we’ll 
earn the ability to distribute funds directly towards sustainable 
initiatives for mountain biking and the environment in BC.

The BC MTB Fund



Revenue/yr Saved/yr Saved 5 yrs Saved 10 yrs Saved 20 yrs

$5M $5,000 $29,632 $71,862 $216,594

$10M $10,000 $59,209 $143,574 $432,715

$20M $20,000 $118,419 $287,148 $865,430

$50M $50,000 $296,104 $718,021 $2,164,050

$100M $100,000 $592,263 $1,436,191 $4,328,575

TOTAL $185,000 $1,095,627 $2,656,796 $8,007,364

The BC MTB Fund



Partnerships are powerful 
when they have a purpose.



Thank you!


